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NEW SOURCE REVIEW / Prevention of Significant Deterioration

PRE-construction Permit for Changes that Increase Emissions

What Is “NSR”?

“Major Modification” @ “Major Source”

1.  Physical Change or Change in 
the Method of Operation

- “routine maintenance, repair and 
replacement” and other exclusions

2.  Significant Emissions Increase & 
Significant Net Emissions Increase

- annual emissions increase must be 
“the result of” the project (causation)

+



• Compliance Challenges
– Confusion regarding applicability of permitting requirements
– Recordkeeping and reporting (even if no permit required!)
– Costs of new emission controls and limitations
– Passing initial performance tests
– Ongoing compliance obligations
– Delays in project or facility construction
– Permit comments and challenges

• Enforcement Risk
– Enforcement actions and citizen suits over past projects
– Title V objections for alleged NSR violations (even with a state permit)
– Failure to comply with synthetic minor limits or control requirements
– Changes in circumstances upon which emission projections were based

Why Is NSR Such a Big Deal?
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Guidance Memos, Actions, and Proposed Rules:
1. Guidance on Demand Growth: No “second guessing” emission projections

2. Guidance on Source Determinations: “Common Control;” “Adjacent”

3. Project Emission Accounting: Projects causing BOTH increases and decreases

4. Once-in-Always-In: For MACT, avoiding standards via synthetic minor limits

5. Title V Objections: No objections based on second guessing prior state permitting decisions

6. Project Aggregation “Action”: Lifting stay on clarification for independent projects

7. Hourly Increase Test: Applicability based on hourly, not annual, emissions

What is the Trump EPA doing to “reform” NSR?
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When does this new policy matter?

• Only affects emission calculations that exclude unrelated emissions

What does the new policy do?

• Reduces risk associated with excluding unrelated emissions

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• Increased focus on actual post-project emissions

• Judges may still question whether the projections were reasonable

Will this new policy be durable?

• Could be reversed with guidance unless EPA codifies it via rulemaking

1.  Causation & Demand Growth
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When does this new policy matter?

• Only when determining the scope of the “major source”
– Applying the “major source” threshold
– Deciding which units are subject to “major source” requirements

What does the new policy do?

• Clarifies whether different units are “adjacent” and under “common control”

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• All source determinations are case-by-case factual determinations made by state authorities.

Will this new policy be durable?

• The policy is only guidance, and it has already been revised many times.

3.  Source Determinations / Source Aggregation
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When does this new policy matter?

• Only when calculating emissions for a single project affecting two different units in different ways

What does the new policy do?

• Avoids the need for limits on decreases under “contemporaneous netting”

• Avoids the need to sum all increases or decreases over prior 5 years

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• State regulations and permitting authorities may not follow the policy

Will this new policy be durable?

• EPA has proposed a rule that will make the policy harder to reverse

2.  Project Emissions Accounting
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When does this new policy matter?

• Only when determining MACT applicability
– Which MACT applies?
– Which MACT requirements apply?

• Only helpful if potential > 10/25tpy > actual

What does the new policy do?

• It doesn’t affect NSR.  But it could affect MACT applicability.

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• As a rule, it could be overturned in court.

Will this new policy be durable?

• If upheld in court, the rule would be more difficult to reverse.

4.  “Once-in-Always-In” is now “Major MACT to Area (MM2A)”
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When does this new policy matter?

• Every five years when a major source must renew its Title V operating permit

What does the new policy do?

• Eliminates risk of collateral challenges on state permits for controversial facilities

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• The guidance does not address projects not covered by a state permit 

Will this new policy be durable?

• Could be reversed simply by granting future petitions to object

5.  Title V Objections for NSR Claims
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When does this new policy matter?

• When determining NSR permitting requirements for multiple activities

What does the new policy do?

• Defines the scope of the “project” for purposes of exclusions and emission calculations

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• Case-by-case determinations will be made by states

Will this new policy be durable?

• Possibly, given EPA’s “final action” 

6.  Project Aggregation
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When does this new policy matter?

• If finalized, it will fundamentally change NSR applicability for utilities

• If finalized, it will set a precedent for similar reforms for other industries

What does the new policy do?

• Establishes a new preliminary applicability test based on hourly emissions

What risks remain despite this new policy?

• Hourly emission rates can be difficult to determine

• The proposed statistical approach results in many “false positives”

Will this new policy be durable?

• If finalized, reversal will require a new rulemaking action

7.  Hourly Emissions Increase Test (proposed in ACE)
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• Clarifying Routine Maintenance, Repair and Replacement?

• Rulemaking to clarify causation and demand growth?

• Permitting requirements for Greenhouse Gases?

• Guidance on “Beginning Actual Construction”?

• “Plantwide Applicability Limits” rule? 

• NSR “error corrections” rule?

• “Fugitive Emissions” rule?

• Others?

What else has the Trump EPA promised on NSR?
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Questions?
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